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1. Background
Chure region is an youngest and fragile mountain system located in the southern
outskirts of Himalayas have the ecological, biological, hydrological and socio economic
significance for Nepal in general and its southern flat plains of Tarai in particular. With
the eradication of Malaria in 1950's Nepal's Tarai, Bhabar and Chure faced severe
deforestation and demographic changes. The overexploitation of valuable natural
resources of Chure region, watersheds remained unabated in pursuit of meeting the
natural resource based needs of a growing population in and around Chure. Churia
occupies the most important part of Nepal among different geographical areas. Out of
total areas of Nepal about 13.6% lies in Churia hills crossing and touching to the 36
districts of the country. Heaving its fragileness and erosion prone character and
degradation, hazardous regular Phenomena always threat to the natural recourses over
there is Churia, Bhabar and eventually to the down plain Terai of Nepal.
Chure are prone to natural disasters primarily due to fragile geology and extreme
climate. Not only are the Churia hills structurally weak, but they also lying in a zone of
high volume precipitation. Forest degradation and agricultural interventions pose great
threats to the environment in these areas. Any human activity causing destruction of the
vegetative cover leads to erosion in the Chure. Landslides and gullies in the Chure hills
and floods in the lowlands are the most common natural disasters. Landslides and
other mass wasting phenomena are generally associated with sediment deposition and
flash flood. It results the high floods and damages the agricultural lands in downstream
areas of the Tarai. It is estimated that the erosion rate in the Chure ranges between 780
and 20,000 tones/km2/yr depending upon types of land uses.
Knowing this phenomenon, a long-term national-level soil conservation and watershed
management program for the entire Churia area was initiated through the Department
of Soil Conservation and Watershed management (DSCWM) in Nepal. In this
connection, the DSCWM was arranged the budget with the Special Program for River
System Treatment (SPRST) in Ratu Khola Watershed under the District Soil
Conservation Office Mahottari, Nepal. The implementation of SPRST was carried out
by the CDAFN Nepal in Mahottari district with the technical and financial support of the
DSCO Mahottari. The Implemented program of SPRST was results the conservation of
Chure region by controlling the channel shifting, bank cutting/erosion, overland flow,
debris flow, and gully erosion together with the potential risk to human habitats,
property, activities, and the environment. The ultimate goal of this program was to
reduce the risk and vulnerability of surface soil erosion and mass movement, which can
be minimizes the damage from flood disasters by improving the response and
resilience of local people to disasters.

2. Site description
Ratu River Watershed is located in the Northern-east part of the Mahottari district and
falls between 26° 37’ 43” to 27° 8’ 3” N and 85° 46’ 13” to 85° 58’ 47” E in Nepal. Its
elevation ranges from 61m near at the Indo-Nepal border in the South to 740 m at the
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summit of Churia in the North. The watershed’s maximum north-south and east-west
aerial distances are 58.46 km and 13.14 km, respectively. According to the Watershed
Management plan of Chure Region in Mahottari district (DSCWM-2011), Ratu
watershed can be divided into two parts; 1) Upper Ratu River Watershed and 2) Lower
Ratu River Watershed. The total area of Upper Ratu River Watershed covers 146.69
km2 which includes the either total or partial area of Gauribans, Bardibans, Kisannagar, Aurahi, Vagaha, Bijalpura, Dhamaura, Gauribas, Hathilet, Hatisarwa,
KhayarMara, Maisthan, MeghanathGora, Pasupatinagar, Ramgopalpur, Singyahi and
Sonamai VDCs in Mahottari district. As problem of watershed degradation, the
landslides, gully, sediment deposition and derbies flow are seen in upstream and river
bank cutting, debris deposition, flooding in settlement and stream meandering in
midstream and water logging, sand and silt deposition, flooding in settlement in
downstream. Ratu is a one, out of many Rivers origination from Chure and flowing
down to the Terai region with the higher sedimentation rate. Locations of Upper Ratu
Sub Watershed (USW) with Mahottari district in Nepal and particular villages in the sub
watershed are shown in Figure 1 and 2 respectively.
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Figure 1: Locations of Upper Ratu Watershed in Mahottari District, Nepal

Geological characteristics of this sub watershed is found under the upper and middle
Siwalik units and composed by the conglomerates with pebbles and boulders. The
topography of the Upper Siwalik is highly dissected, coarsely textured, and subdued.
Similarly, the average slope inclination is 14° and it’s basically a sediment production
zone. Inner river valleys consist of the river bed including the flood plain and two to
three tiers of river terraces at several reaches. At the river confluence and topographic
breaks, a fairly large alluvial and colluvial fan can be seen.
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3. Special Program of River System Treatment
The Special Program of River System Treatment was designed by the Presidential
Churia Conservation program under the Department of Soil Conservation and
Watershed Management (DSCWM), Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation. The
Chure hills, Bhabar and Terai are the focus area of this program. The Rivers of Siwalik
Region are originating from the Chure hills and flowing down to the Terai through the
Bhabar region. At the moment of flowing down, these rivers are transporting a hues
amount of sediment, pebbles and gravels to the downstream. Especially these
sediments are generating in the Churia hills through landslides, gullies and land
degradation due to the destruction of vegetation with intensive and heavy rainfall in the
region. As result of flash flood, the river beds are widening and rising year by year and
event by event. Local people of this region are losing their life and property by the flash
floods annually. Therefore, the government of Nepal has designed, a special Program
of River System Treatment for the implementation in Churia region through the
nongovernmental organization. District Soil Conservation Office was the responsible
organization for the management and out sourcing of this program. In this prospect,
CDAFN was the selected NGO for the implementation of SPRST in Ratu Khola sub
watershed in the Mahottari district.

4. Key issues
The major key issues related to conservation, which were strictly consider at the time of
planning and implementation of SPRST and will be used for the sustainability and
benefit sharing in future.
 Principle of watershed management
 Environment friendly practices
 Social inclusion and equity
 Integrated management practices.
 Partnership capacity building
 Local self governance
 Disaster risk reduction
 Upstream – downstream linkage
 Climate change adoption
 Economic development and poverty reduction

5. Objectives
The main objective of this SPRST program was to reduce the risk of natural disaster by
controlling the sediment generation, transportation, and deposition in river system
through an identification and implementation of an appropriate conservation measures
in Upper Ratu Sub Watershed. The specific objectives were as follows:
 To address the watershed problems and ensure the safely against the
degradation.
 To advocate the Churia degradation problem among the local population and
educate them about Churia issues.
 Localize the conservation technical skill at local level with appropriate
transformation (through demonstration) training of various nature e.g. low cost
technology, bio-engineering, IGA etc.).
 Enhance the partnership on watershed management practices to address the
local problem through the minor support of outsiders.
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Mobilization of local resources e.g. VDC, DDC, CFUG, UG, NGO's and other line
agencies and communities.
Enhance the production of agriculture land and income generation of local
population ultimately focusing towards the poverty reduction in line with the
climate change adoption.

6. Scope of works
The main scope of this work was to reduce the loss of property and life of local people
by reducing the natural hazard through the implementation of conservation program in
Upper Ratu Sub Watershed. During the implementation of SPRST program in Upper
Ratu Sub Watershed, the technical and financial support with the co-ordination and cooperation among the local people, stakeholders, and other internal and external
agencies were found to be very high in each steps of implementation. However, the
scopes of works after implementation of SPRST were found as mentioned below.
 Management of natural hazard e.g. gullies treatment/ landslides through low cost
engineering technique.
 Stop the degradation of land and water e.g. small irrigation schemes, run off
harvesting dams, conservation ponds, wet lands and stream bank cuttings.
 Partnership soil conservation activities e.g. Water sources protection and
conservation technique etc.
 People awareness on conservation and management.
 Action research, planning and implementation.
 Identifying main river system and implement the integrated watershed
management program.
 Identify the ecological imbalances in the area and indicate the action.
 To enhance the people participation and conservation ownership transformation,
extensively implement the income generation activities considering the people's
interest and the authenticity of the area.
 For the capacity building of this local population in this regards of conservation
extension education and various training programs needs to implement in
places.

7.0 Methodology
7.1 General
The program implementation of SPRSTP-WM is based on both the provided norms and
slandered of client and technical skill and experience of service provider. At first, the
implementation methodology was presented for the approval of Clint in the Inception
Report at the beginning of project period. However, the comprehensive methodology of
program implementation of RSTSPP-WM was finalized in the consultation with the
advisory committee setup by DSCO Mahottari. Based on the agreed Memorandum of
Understanding (MOE), the progress report was submitted in time to time during the
course of the program implementation. The technical team of service provider and field
workers for the program supervision were geared towards a full-fledged program
implementation in Upper Ratu sub watershed encompassing to address prevailing
issues/problems/threats and underlying causes of soil erosion, watershed degradation,
flooding with emerging problem of climate change. Similarly the user groups of each
programs were equally active and working with parallely on the implementation of
RSTSPP-WM in their localities. The overall indicative methodology as outline of whole
program implementation is shown in Figure 3, below.
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Work commence in
Ratu sub watershed

Preparation inception
Report

Meeting with users groups
and MOU

CDAFN as
Service
Provider

Collection of local construction
materials and resources

Construction of foundation for structures and
pitting with filling the forest soil for plantation

User
Groups

District Soil
Conservation
Office

Purchasing the construction material and
seedlings with commence the plantation

Completion of structural works with
plantation

Active Role
Passive Role

Joint Monitoring, public and social
audit of implemented works

Work completion in Ratu
Sub watershed
Figure 3: Flow Chart of Implementation Methodology

The given flow chart is showing the major tasks with active and passive participation of
Users Groups, CDAFN and DDSCO for the program implementation of RSTSPP-WM.
The professional staffs of DSCO was monitored the progress with quality and quantity
of implemented programs with the active participation of users groups and CDAFN to
ensure quality of the work as well as construction, completion and benefit sharing of
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users in Ratu khola sub watershed. The implemented works as methodology has been
grouped in to the steps; 1) Preparation of inception report, 2) Meeting with users
groups and preparation of MOU, 3) Collection of locally available construction materials
and resources, 4) Construction of foundation for structures and pitting with filling the
forest soil for plantation, 5) Purchasing the construction material and seedlings with
commence the plantation, 6) Completion of structural with plantation works, and 7) Joint
monitoring as public and social audit of implemented work and 8) Work completion
with final report of completed works.

7.2 Arrangement of Team
CDAFN has made a careful consideration on the selection of technical experts for the
field works and resource personnel. This is based not only on the proven capabilities of
each individual in their respective field of expertise, but also on the enthusiasm shown
by these technical experts and resource personnel to be a part of the "building of
national knowledge and expertise" in the related works. The Team either technical or
social mobilizer should possess strong professionalism and capable of working in a
coordinated manner. They were knowledgeable and willing to integrate their knowledge
to achieve the overall goal of the Project of RSTSPP-WM in Upper Ratu sub watershed.
They maintained the good relationship with networking to the various offices as
stakeholder and personnel of client and the local stakeholder and peoples of the project
area, but also with the beneficiaries and their organizations. The used approach for the
arrangement of technical staffs of CDAFN was comprised in the followings:
 Clearly defined management roles and responsibilities of each stakeholder.
 Clearly defined roles and responsibilities of each member of the proposed team.
 Up to date knowledge and control of financial and management information
systems at all times.
 Strict adherence to the implementation schedule.
 Sufficient flexibility to respond to desired changes and directions.
 Systematic procedures for quality control.
 Systematic monitoring of both processes and performance.

7.3 Communication and Reporting
CDAFN was prepared the Inception Report, Midterm Progress Report in precise, clear
and approved format with presentable standard. A part from the formal reports, the
CDAFN was hold regular meetings, briefings with the Client to convey the status of the
progress of implemented programs. At the end of program implementation, the Draft at
first and Final Report after incorporate the comments were submitted to the DSCO
Mahottari for the physical evaluation of completed works.

8. Results as output of implementation
8.1 General
The program implementation of SPRST was carried out in the four clusters of
communities based on the higher level of priority ranking within the Upper Ratu Sub
Watershed. The selected clusters of local communities for the program implementation
were 1) Arne-Bhulke CFUG Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap, 2) Urra-Marka CFUG Gauribans
-8, Rajabans, 3) Kalidamar-Bahunijhora CFUG, Gauribans -6 and 7, Kalapani and 4)
Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3 and 4, Patu in Gauribans VDC.
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8.2 Community mobilization and inclusiveness
In general, the ethnic distribution of all clusters of local communities was highly diverse
and found to be 45 percent Bramin and Chatteri, 43 percent Janajati and 12 percent
Dalit at the area of SPRST. The ethnic distribution of as mean of clusters is shown in
Figure 4 and their detail is given in Annex 1.
12%
43%
45%

Bramin, Chettari

Janajati

Dalit

Figure 4: Ethnic distribution in local communities

8.3 Local contribution
Physically the major problems of these clusters were landslides, gullies, torrent with
higher rate of sediment supply, stream bank cutting, debris deposition in cultivated land,
flooding in the settlements etc. To address the problems of above mentioned, the
program was designed with the close coordination of user groups, VDCs, CFUGs, and
Local CBOs. The designed program of SPRST were landslide treatment, torrent
control, stream bank protection, fodder, fruit tree, bamboo plantation in flood plain,
irrigation scheme improvement etc. All the programs of SPRTS were implemented
through the local users group with the maximum people’s participation using the
matching fund of VDCs and CFUGs. The contribution of various organizations is shown
in Figure 5 and their details are given in Annex 3 and 8 for the first and second year
respectively.

Figure 5: Contribution of various organizations on SPRST
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8.4 Area protected by implemented Programs
The main purposes of implemented programs of SPRST were protection of life and
property of local people for the betterment of their livelihood. However, the protected
areas of localities were estimated after implementation of SPRST program. As result of
implemented programs, the maximum area were protected for both the agriculture land
(527 ha) and other lands in (144ha) in Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3 and 4, Patu and
minimum area were protected for agriculture (214 ha) and other lands (58 ha) in ArneBhulke CFUG Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap. Similarly the protected area due to
implementation of SPRST was found to be medium for agriculture (421ha) and other
lands (28 ha) for Urra-Marka CFUG Gauribans -8, Rajabans, and agriculture land (248
ha) and other lands (255 ha) for Kalidamar-Bahunijhora CFUG, Gauribans -6 and 7,
Kalapani. Comparatively the protected area of agriculture and others land due to
implementation of SPRST is shown in Figure 6 and their detail are shown in Annex 3.
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Figure 6: Protected area of each cluster due to implementation of SPRST

8.5 Key output of each cluster
8.5.1 Arne-Bhulke CFUG Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap
Parsaidhap is a rural village, which is situated in upper most part at the bank of Ratu
River. The total numbers of households are eighty-five in this settlement with the total
population of 506 persons. As users group of local community forest, all these
households are involving for the management and utilization of the Arne-Buulkey
Community Forest. Until the two decade ago, this settlement was really beautiful,
productive, conserved and richest for the natural resources. Now this settlement
became reach only on the unproductive white field of sand and gravel with the sorrow
of local people. The responsible reasons related to this problem are deforestation of
local forest, landslides in upstream and around the villages, flash flood with raising the
river bed, debris deposition in cultivated land and stream bank cutting for the settlement
etc. At the same time this village could not get any conservation program for the safety
of this village until now, except the registration of the community forest. The degraded
situation of Parsaidhap is shown in Figure 7, below.
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Check dams
Spurs/Embankments
Fruit tree/fodder
plantation

Figure 7: Location of program implementation in Parsaidhap, Gauribans -9

Figure 7 shows the Parsahidhap village in the upper part of Ratu khola. CDAFN was
implemented the SPRST program in this settlement through the Arne-bhulke CFUG.
The implemented program of SPRST were as follows;

9

8

Figure: 8) Construction of spur in Ratu River for the protection of settlements and
9) Check-dams in DarlamiJhora, Parsaidhap, Mahottari District

10
Figure:

11
11) Fruit tree, fodder and grass plantation and
12) Bamboo seedling plantation in flood plain of Ratu River
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8.5.2 Urra-Marka CFUG Gauribans -8, Rajabans
Rajabans is a rural village, which is situated in upper most part at the bank of Ratu
River. The total numbers of households are eighty-five in this settlement with the total
population of 506 persons. As uses group of local community forest, all these
households are involving for the management and utilization of the Arne-Bulky
Community Forest. Until the two decade ago, this settlement was really beautiful,
productive, conserve and richest for the natural resources (Figure 13).

Check dams
Spurs/Embankments
Fruit tree/fodder
plantation

Figure 13: Location of program implementation in Rajabans, Gauribans -8

Now this settlement became reach only on the unproductive white field of sand and
gravel with the sorrow of local people. The responsible reasons related to this problem
are deforestation of local forest, landslides in upstream and around the villages, flash
flood with raising the river bed, debris deposition in cultivated land and stream bank
cutting for the settlement etc. At the same time this village could not get any
conservation program for the safety of this village until now, except the registration of
the community forest. The implemented program of SPRST was as follows;
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Figure: 14) Local women are showing the Khair,Stailo seeds in flood plain and
.
15) Construction of Check-dams in Marka khola for sediment control in Rajabans
15
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Figure: 16) Construction of Check-dams in Marka khola for sediment control and
17) Spur Ratu River for protection of settlements Urra khola Rajabas, Mahottari District

8.5.2 Kalidamar-Bahunijhora CFUG, Gauribans -6 and 7, Kalapani
Kalapani is a rural village, which is situated in upper most part at the bank of Ratu
River. The total numbers of households are eighty-five in this settlement with the total
population of 506 persons. As uses group of local community forest, all these
households are involving for the management and utilization of the Arne-Buulkey
Community Forest. Until the two decade ago, this settlement was really beautiful,
productive, conserve and richest for the natural resources. Now this settlement became
reach only on the unproductive white field of sand and gravel with the sorrow of local
people. The location of Implemented programs in Kalapani Village is showing in Figure
18, below.
Check dams
Spurs/Embankments
Fruit tree/fodder
plantation

Figure 18: Location of program implementation in Kalapani, Gauribans -6 and 7

The responsible reasons related to this problem are deforestation of local forest,
landslides in upstream and around the villages, flash flood with raising the river bed,
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debris deposition in cultivated land and stream bank cutting for the settlement etc. At
the same time this village could not get any conservation program for the safety of this
village until now, except the registration of the community forest. The glimps of
implemented activities in Kalapani cluster is shown in Figure 19, 20, 21 and 22, below.

19

20

Figure: 19) Construction of Check-dams in Perunge khola for sediment control and
20) Spur in Ratu River for protection of settlements Rajabans, Mahottari District

21

22

Figure: 21) Mango seedling growing in flood plain and
22) Conversion of high school building by constructing check dams in Kalapani.

8.5.4 Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3 and 4, Patu
Patu is a rural village, which is situated in upper most part at the bank of Ratu River.
The total numbers of households are eighty-five in this settlement with the total
population of 506 persons. As uses group of local community forest, all these
households are involving for the management and utilization of the Arne-Buulkey
Community Forest. Until the two decade ago, this settlement was really beautiful,
productive, conserve and richest for the natural resources. Now this settlement became
reach only on the unproductive white field of sand and gravel with the sorrow of local
people. The responsible reasons related to this problem are deforestation of local
forest, landslides in upstream and around the villages, flash flood with raising the river
bed, debris deposition in cultivated land and stream bank cutting for the settlement etc.
At the same time this village could not get any conservation program for the safety of
this village until now, except the registration of the community forest (See Figure 23).
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Figure 23: Location of program implementation in Patu, Gauribans -3 and 4

24

25

Figure : 24 Check-dams in Khurkote kholsi for sediment control and
25) Embankment construction for the protection of cultivated land and settlements in Patu.
The details of implemented activities including the program cost, stakeholder’s contribution,
local beneficiaries and impact or conserved area of each year are given in Annexes.

9. Monitoring and Evaluation of Implemented Programs
9.1 General
The program of SPRST was implemented by the Users Groups with the slogan of
“Convert the Waste Land of Riverbank into Fruit Orchard” in the upstream of Ratu
River. The monitoring and evaluation of implemented programs were carried out by the
staff representative of DSCO, CDAFN, Representation and the stakeholders at the
each stapes of establishment, regularly. Moreover, the various governments,
nongovernment, experts of international institutions, political leaders and high level
18

government personals were visited and provided the comments and suggestion on the
implemented programs. As glimpses of visitors for the monitoring and evaluation of
programs to the implementation sites are shown in Figure 28 to 32 below.

9.2 High Level Government’s Team from Central Level
A central level team of higher level Government Officer was visited to the sites during
the period of program implementation in Upper Ratu River Sub Watershed. This team
was headed by Mr. Narayan Sharma Dawadi, Joint secretary, President’s office and
other members were Mr. Indra Bahadur Malla, Monitoring and Evaluation Officer,
Department of Soil Conservation and Watershed Management, Mr. Ramji Siwakoti
under Secretary from Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation (See figure 26 and 27).

26

27

Figure 26) Team of central level officers inspecting the plantation sites and
27) Embankment construction sites in Patu, Mahottari District

9.3 High Level Political Leader’s Team from Central Level
Mr. Giri Raj Mani Pokhrel, Honorable Constitution Assembly Member/Former Minister
with few other district level political leaders were visited to the program implementation
sites for the Monitoring and Evaluation and provided their valuable comments and
suggestion with the deep appreciation on the implemented activities of SPRST in Upper
Ratu Khola Sub Watershed (See figure 28 and 29).

29

28

Figure 28) Former Minister Mr. Giri Rajmani Pokharel heading to the SPRST sites and
29) and his team is inspecting the implemented activities in Parsaidhap
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9.4 Regional Forestry Director from Central Development Region
Mr. Raj Dev Prasad Yadav, Regional Forestry Director, Regional Forestry Directorate of
Central Development Region was visited to the SPRST sites during the period of
program implementation in Upper Ratu Khola Sub Watershed. At the time of program
inspection, Mr. Yadav was provided the valuable comments and suggestions on
technical and financial aspects of this project with expression of deep appreciation to
the DSCO and CDAFN Mahottari (See figure 30 and 31).

30

31

Figure 30) RD Mr. Rajdeo Yadav is watching the Bamboo and Napier grass plantation sites and
31) Embankment,Checkdam construction sites in Bahunijhora, Gauribas, Mahottari district.

9.5. ADB team of water stress study
A team of Asian Development Bank for the water stress study was visited to the
program implementation sites of the SPRST at the end August, 2011. This team was
headed by the Ms. Cindy Malvicini, Senior Water Resources Specialist and her team
members were Shanny Campbell, Social Development Specialist, and Mr. Anil Pokhrel,
Consultant from ADB Nepal and Dr. Jaganath Joshi from Department of Soil
Conservation and Watershed Management. By the observation of implemented
programs of this site, the study team was expressing a deep appreciation to the local
community, DSCO and CDAFN for the implemented activities of SPRST in Upper Ratu
Khola Sub Watershed.

33

32

Figure 32) ADB team is discussing with users group on implemented programs in Rajabans
33) Observing the potentiality of water stress resilience by implemented programs
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10. Conclusion:
The implemented program of SPRST was found to be fruitful for the local community in the
disaster prone area, which was implemented in the Upper Ratu River Sub Watershed in
2067/68 and 2068/69. The vulnerability of natural disaster such as landslides, gullies, sediment
supply and deposition in torrents, stream bank cutting, flooding and debris deposition in
cultivated land and settlement are reduced in some extent for the betterment of livelihood in the
four clusters i.e. Parsaidhap, Rajabans, Kalapani and Patu cluster in Gauribans VDC, ward no.
9, 8, 6 and 7, and 5, respectively. In this context, the matching fund of CFUGs, VDCs and
peoples participation of local people were managed for the quality and quantity of works with
the sustainability of implemented programs. But, the implemented program of these two years
(2067/68 and 2068/69) under the SPRST of Rastrapati Chure Conservation is not enough for
the sustainability of natural resources and conservation of Chure region. Therefore the SPRST
of Rastrapati Chure Conservation should be continue in same sub watershed as complete
treatment for the soil conservation and integrated watershed management in future.
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Activity photo,Parsaidhap Cluster
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Activity photo,Parsaidhap Cluster
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Activity photo,Rajabas Cluster
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Activity photo,Rajabas Cluster
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Activity photo,Kalapani Cluster
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Activity photo,Patu Cluster
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Annexes
Annex 1: Beneficiary population and households of project in FY 2067/68 & 2068/69
S
N

Locations

Beneficiary Households
Bra-chettari Janajati Dalit Total

1 Arne, Bhulke CFUG
Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap
2 Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans 8, Rajabans
3 Kalidamar, Bahunijhora CFUG,
Gauribans -6 and 7, Kalapani
4 Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3
and 4 Patu
Total

Beneficiary Population
Men
women
Total

11.0

60.0

14.0

85.0

262.0

244.0

506.0

57.0

117.0

27.0

201.0

508.0

503.0

1,011.0

79.0

102.0

18.0

199.0

616.0

555.0

1,171.0

221.0

102.0

46.0

369.0

938.0

982.0

1,920.0

368.0

381.0

105.0

854.0 2,324.0 2,284.0

4,608.0

Annex 2: Directly protected area by the implemented activities in FY 2067/68 & 2068/69
SN

Locations
Cultivated land

1 Arne, Bhulke CFUG Gauribans -9,
Parsaidhap
2 Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans -8,
Rajabans
3 Kalidamar, Bahunijhora
CFUGGauribans -6 & 7, Kalapani
4 Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3
and 4 Patu
Total

Area protected (ha)
Other Lands
Total

213.75

57.75

420.75

271.50
444.00

23.25

247.5

255

502.50

526.5

144

670.5

1408.5

480

1888.5

Annex 3: Stakeholder contribution for program implementation in FY 2067/68 (NRs, 000)
SN
1
2
3
4

Locations
Arne, Bhulke CFUG,
Gauribans-9, Parsaidhap
Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans 8, Rajabans
Kalidamar, Bahunijhora CFUG,
Gauribans -6 & 7, Kalapani
Ratu khola WDG Gauribans -3
and 4 Patu
Total

Detail of Project Cost
Total
DSCO
Users
CFUGs
VDCs CDAFN
1,097.50
414.00
390.00
0
191.50 2,093.00
1,226.77

414.00

380.00

0

202.08

2,222.85

1,292.80

565.36

390.00

0

224.82

2,472.97

1,329.03

756.42

0

50.00

213.55

2,349.00

4,946.10

2,149.78

1,160.00

50.00

831.94

9,137.82

Ipil

Badahar

Annex 4: Species planted under the SPRST in FY 2067/68
SN
1
2
3
4

Locations
Arne, Bhulke CFUG
Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap
Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans -8,
Rajabans
Kalidamar, Bahunijhora CFUG,
Gauribans -6 and 7, Kalapani
Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3 abd
4, Patu
Total

Badahar

Tanki

Bakaino

Bamboo

300

300

300

300

300

600

300

0

200

200

300

600

200

200

300

200

200

500

300

300

300

300

300

600

1100

800

1100

1000

1100

2300
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Annex 5: Species planted under the SPRST in FY 2067/68
SN
1
2
3
4

Locations
Arne, Bhulke CFUG
Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap
Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans -8,
Rajabans
Kalidamar, Bahunijhora CFUG,
Gauribans -6 and 7, Kalapani

Mango

Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3 abd
4 Patu
Total

Katahar

Lichi

Amala

Kaphi

500

200

100

100

200

700

200

300

200

200

700

200

200

200

200

500

200

200

200

300

2400

800

800

700

900

Annex 6: Species planted under the SPRST in FY 2067/68

S
N

Locations in Ratu khola

Arjuna Nepier

Broom
grass

Satisal

Seed showing (KG)

1 Arne, Bhulke CFUG
Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap
2 Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans 8, Rajabans
3 Kalidamar, Baunijhora CFUG
Gauribas -6 & 7, Kalapani

100

5000

5000

0

Khayer
20

Ipil-Ipil
8

Stylo
10

200

5000

5000

0

20

8

10

100

5000

5000

0

20

8

10

4 Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3
& 4 Patu
Total

100

5000

5000

100

20

8

10

500

20000

20000

100

80

32

40

Annex 7: Size and number if gabion boxes used in FY 2067/68
S
Locations
Size and number of Gabion boxes
N
3×1×1(ft) 3×1×0. 5(ft) 2×1×0. 5(ft) 2×1×1(ft) Total
1 Arne, Bhulke CFUG
23
17
169
71
280
Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap
2 Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans -8,
8
14
205
97
324
Rajabans
3 Kalidamar, Bahunijhora CFUG,
12
44
195
89
340
Gauribans -6 and 7, Kalapani
4 Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3
36
33
219
60
348
abd 4 Patu
Total
79.0
108.0
788.0
317.0
1,292.0

Annex 8: Stakeholder contribution for program implementation in FY 2068/69
S
N

Locations

1 Arne, Bhulke CFUG Gauribans -9,
Parsaidhap
2 Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans -8,
Rajabans
3 Kalidamar, Bahunijhora CFUG,
Gauribans -6 and 7, Kalapani
4 Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3
and 4 Patu
Total

DSCO
1,051.5

Detail of Project Cost
Users
CFUG
VDCs
359.8
260.0
0.0

Total
CDAFN
167.1

1,671.3

1,146.0

443.8

250.0

0.0

184.0

1,839.8

947.3

274.1

270.0

0.0

149.1

1,491.4

1,007.1

562.9

50.0

50.0

162.0

1,620.0

4,151.9

1,640.7

830.0

50.0

662.3

6,622.6
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Annex 9: Species planted under the SPRST in FY 2068/69
SN
1
2
3
4

Locations
Arne, Bhulke CFUG
Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap
Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans -8,
Rajabans
Kalidamar, Bahunijhora CFUG,
Gauribans -6 and 7, Kalapani

Badahar
200

Tanki
200

Bakaino
200

Ipil
200

Bamboo
200

200

0

200

200

300

200

200

200

200

300

200

200

200

200

300

800

600

800

800

1100

Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3 abd
4, Patu
Total

Annex 10: Species planted under the SPRST in FY 2068/69
SN
1
2

Locations
Arne, Bhulke CFUG
Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap
Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans -8, Rajabans

Mango Katahar
200

50

Lichi
50

Amala
100

300

100

100

100

3

Kalidamar, Bahunijhora CFUG, Gauribans -6
and 7, Kalapani

300

100

100

100

4

Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3 abd 4 Patu

200

100

100

100

1000

350

350

400

Total

Annex 11: Species planted under the SPRST in FY 2068/69
S
N

Locations

1

Arne, Bhulke CFUG
Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap
Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans -8, Rajabans
Kalidamar, Bahunijhora CFUG,Gauribans -6
and 7, Kalapani
Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3 & 4 Patu
Total

2
3
4

Arjuna

Nepier

Broom
grass

Seed showing (KG)
Khayer
Stylo
10
10

100

5000

3000

200
100

5000
5000

5000
5000

10
10

10
10

100
500

5000
20000

5000
18000

10
40

10
40

Annex 12: Size and number if gabion boxes used in FY 2068/69
S
N
1
2
3
4

Locations
Arne, Bhulke CFUG
Gauribans -9, Parsaidhap
Urra, Marka CFUG Gauribans -8,
Rajabans
Kalidamar, Bahunijhora CFUG,
Gauribans -6 and 7, Kalapani

Size and number of Gabion boxes
3×1×1(ft) 3×1×0. 5(ft) 2×1×0. 5(ft) 2×1×1(ft)
21
17
172
74

Ratu khola WDUG Gauribans -3 abd 4
Patu
Total

39

Total
284

10

22

180

97

309

23

11

154

59

427

27

5

192

49

273

81

55

698

279

1293

